Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have emerged as a key technology having various advantages, especially in providing cost-effective coverage and connectivity solutions in both rural and urban areas. WMNs are typically deployed as backbone networks, usually employing spatial TDMA (STDMA)-based access schemes which are suitable for the high traffic demands of WMNs. This paper aims to achieve higher utilization of the network capacity and thereby aims to increase the application layer throughput of STDMA-based WMNs. The central idea is to use optimized link state routing (OLSR)-specific routing layer information in link layer channel access schedule formation. This paper proposes two STDMAbased channel access scheduling schemes (one distributed, one centralized) that exploit OLSR-specific information to improve the application layer throughput without introducing any additional messaging overhead. To justify the contribution of using OLSR-specific information to the throughput, the proposed schemes are compared against one another and against their non-OLSR-aware versions via extensive ns-2 simulations. Our simulation results verify that utilizing OLSR-specific information significantly improves the overall network performance both in distributed and in centralized schemes. The simulation results further show that OLSR-aware scheduling algorithms attain higher end-to-end throughput although their non-OLSR-aware counterparts achieve higher concurrency in slot allocations.
Introduction
A wireless mesh network (WMN) is a multi-hop communication network in which the nodes are organized to form a mesh topology, providing communication over multiple wireless links. In the last decade, wireless mesh networking has emerged as a rapidly deployable network infrastructure to provide better services in wireless networks, especially in military and urban scenarios [28] .
In the direction in which the wireless networks evolve, crosslayer networking is another increasingly important paradigm, and it is currently one of the most active research areas in wireless networking [47, 44, 20] . In cross-layer networking, the strict layered network implementation is relaxed and the knowledge is shared among loosely coupled layers through stricter cooperation in order to provide efficient allocation of network resources.
flood the network with link state updates but only selected special nodes, called multi-point relay (MPR) nodes, disseminate the link state information. OLSR is used as the reference protocol for DARPA's tactical networks [8] and as the network layer protocol in Freifunk, which is a popular OLSR-based urban mesh network solution with several hundreds of users volunteering to join in order to form community mesh networks in many cities all around the world [46] . Additionally, OLSR is acknowledged by IETF as a promising MANET routing protocol as its second version is currently under development to provide more flexible and efficient signaling framework [9] .
To the best of our knowledge, there has been no research done on STDMA-based distributed or centralized channel access scheduling schemes which employ OLSR-specific MPR information in a cross-layer manner in node scheduling to improve the application layer throughput. In our approach, we focus on acknowledging the importance of forwarding nodes for the whole network operation. In OLSR-based systems, MPR nodes are the forwarding nodes. In the proposed access scheduling schemes, we prioritize MPR nodes using our proposed MPR-based weighting scheme and demonstrate how this affects the overall system throughput through our simulation results.
In this paper, we make the following contributions.
• We propose a cross-layer weighting scheme called the MPRbased weighting scheme that makes use of OLSR-specific routing layer information with the central idea of giving more weight to the forwarding nodes, which are definitively identifiable in OLSR-based systems.
• We propose one centralized algorithm and one fully distributed pseudo-random channel access scheduling algorithm that primarily aim to improve the overall application layer throughput by means of cross-layer interaction. The algorithms proposed in this paper use our MPR-based weighting scheme and distinguish themselves from other cross-layer scheduling algorithms by using simple network layer information (i.e. MPR information), which is disseminated at no additional cost.
• In the current literature, there are many studies which only focus on maximizing the number of concurrent slot allocations to be able to maximize the overall throughput [48, 27, 45] . Through our simulation results, we show that maximizing the number of concurrent slot allocations does not necessarily maximize the application layer throughput, and OLSR-aware scheduling schemes perform significantly better than their non-OLSR-aware counterparts, although non-OLSR-aware algorithms achieve higher transmission concurrency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief background on STDMA and OLSR and review related studies in the literature. In Section 3, details of the targeted network model and MPR-based weighting scheme are presented. Section 4 focuses on centralized algorithms and presents OLSRaware centralized scheduling along with its non-OLSR-aware version. Similarly, Section 5 presents the OLSR-aware distributed scheduling algorithm and its non-OLSR-aware version. In Section 6, details of the simulation implementation are given, and Section 7 reports the simulation results along with an in-depth qualitative analysis. Section 8 concludes the paper emphasizing the key insights derived from the simulation results.
Background and related work
The first part of this section starts with a short introduction of the OLSR protocol, followed by a discussion about the state-of-theart research on OLSR and other cross-layer studies. In the second part, background on STDMA scheduling is provided and STDMArelated research in the literature is briefly reviewed. The third part notes the standing of our work in the literature, discussing its main differences from previous work.
OLSR
OLSR is a routing protocol which is mainly aimed at mobile wireless networks. OLSRv1 was developed at INRIA and standardized by IETF in RFC 3626 in 2003 [10] . Inherited from open shortest path first (OSPF) [30] , OLSR provides an optimization of the classical link state routing protocol. In traditional link state routing protocols, the overhead introduced by the transmission of broadcast packets to inform all nodes about link states is quite high, and OLSR significantly reduces the overall messaging overhead by using multi-point relay (MPR) nodes.
A node is called an MPR node if it is chosen by one or more of its 1-hop neighbors to forward their messages. Each node keeps information about the nodes it has selected as its MPRs and the nodes that have selected it as MPR in its MPR Set and MPR Selector Set, respectively. The collection of MPR nodes forms a connected backbone, and MPR nodes are the only nodes which have to relay/forward messages.
In OLSR, each node also detects its neighborhood and periodically broadcasts HELLO messages that contain the list of its 1-hop neighbors. Therefore, each node gets the opportunity to learn about its 2-hop neighborhood. Nodes keep the information about their 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors in their Neighbor Set and 2-hop Neighbor Set, respectively. In other words, OLSR handles detection of 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors for each node, and this information is readily available for the use of scheduling algorithms with no additional overhead.
In the current literature, OLSR is examined in many studies, including several papers that compare different routing protocols' effects on the performance of wireless networks [7, 4] . The results presented in these papers show that OLSR provides better performance in terms of data packet delivery ratio, throughput, packet latency and routing overhead when compared against other MANET routing protocols such as AODV [36] , DSDV [37] , and DSR [19] , contributing to the popularity of OLSR.
Apart from these, there are also other studies in the literature that mainly focus on OLSR. [21] proposes a modified version of OLSR that uses the link cost values in the establishment of routes. Link cost value involves maximum signal strength (RSSI), link capacity and contention information. [1] and [33] discuss another modification to the OLSR protocol, aiming to introduce scalability into OLSR through the use of fish-eye routing techniques. [14] uses MPRs for estimating node positions in heterogeneous WMNs through anchoring and [39] proposes an adaptive multi-channel OLSR based on topology maintenance, while [34, 35] investigate the effects of interference on OLSR.
Moreover, OLSR is also examined in different studies that address various aspects of cross-layering. For instance, in [15] , the authors discuss different cross-layer methodologies aiming to improve the performance of OLSR using the information available at the MAC layer, whereas [28] aims to mitigate interference on OLSR STDMA-based networks.
STDMA scheduling
Allowing multiple nodes to transmit during the same time slot as long as they are on the non-conflicting parts of the network (i.e. sufficiently separated in space) is a key to increasing the performance of multi-hop WMNs. Spatial TDMA (STDMA) allows concurrent transmissions on the non-conflicting parts of the network during a given time slot so that the spatial reusability is exploited and the number of packets that can be delivered in a collision-free manner is maximized [32] .
To enable collision-free concurrent transmissions in multi-hop WMNs consisting of nodes with single half-duplex radios, the scheduling algorithm should avoid two main types of conflict.
1. Primary conflict is observed if a node is scheduled to transmit and receive at the same time. 2. Secondary conflict is observed if a node is scheduled to receive from two different nodes simultaneously.
To ensure that both kinds of conflict are avoided, in STDMAoperated multi-hop networks, no two nodes within the same 2-hop neighborhood should be scheduled to transmit at the same time slot [24] . The scheduling algorithms designed for STDMAoperated multi-hop networks can be broadly classified as centralized and distributed algorithms.
Centralized scheduling algorithms commonly require global knowledge about the network topology, and they are run at a central site. In off-line centralized scheduling algorithms, the scheduling problem is solved once and for all, whereas in adaptive centralized scheduling algorithms the central scheduler site solves the scheduling problem dynamically to be able to adapt to the topology changes.
The proposed centralized algorithms usually construct a tree of nodes that has the central scheduler as its root or employ graphtheoretic solutions such as link/vertex coloring. The tree-based centralized scheduling algorithms might prefer inferring the routing tree from the MAC level control messages [6] or constructing it through interference and/or some other metric-based cost assignments [49] or using traditional minimum spanning tree algorithms [12] or line graph approaches [22] . Some of the most recent STDMA-based studies also consider interference mitigation [28, 16] or quality of service (QoS) provisioning [23] .
On the other hand, in order to decrease the vulnerability to topological changes and improve flexibility, distributed algorithms are considered essential. In fully distributed algorithms, each node can simultaneously run the algorithm, essentially resulting in parallel computation. In the literature, there are many proposed distributed channel access schemes which can be further classified as cluster-based, hybrid [40] , randomized [3] or graphtheoretic [29] schemes.
Contributions to the literature
The idea we propose in this paper is different from those discussed in Section 2.1 [21, 1, 33, 14, 35, 39, 34] in the sense that we target the maximization of application layer throughput by exploiting the information readily available in OLSR, while [21, 1, 33, 14, 35, 39, 34] focus on OLSR and propose methods/extensions that primarily aim at improving the performance of OLSR in various contexts.
The second set of papers that our work is related to focus on scheduling at the MAC layer, each following a different topology. As cross-layer interaction to improve the end-to-end performance is a relatively new research area, papers such as [3, 13, 41] focus only on traditional algorithms, without looking into ways of improving performance through cross-layer interaction. On the other hand, more recent studies such as [6, 22] focus only on a single layer of the network implementation, while we consider a holistic view of the system, including the interaction between two different layers and its high-level effects on the end-to-end performance.
In the current literature, there are also other papers that consider cross-layer interaction among different layers. Although [28, 47, 44, 20] consider interaction among different layers to improve their performance metrics, they all entail complex calculations, while our proposed cross-layer scheduling approach makes use of simple calculations, and it has no extra overhead.
OLSR-aware channel access scheduling
In this section, we describe the network model the proposed algorithms are intended for, and discuss the cross-layer weighting scheme used in the proposed scheduling algorithms and the dissemination of the weight information.
Network model
In our study, we consider a multi-hop wireless mesh network which can be modeled as an undirected graph G = (N, L), where N is the set of nodes and L is the set of undirected links connecting the nodes in N. Each node represents a wireless mesh node with a wireless communication range of R. Link l(i, j) exists if and only if the distance between the nodes i and j is less than or equal to R, enabling communication from i to j and from j to i. Besides, there exists a set of flows (connections) F that are active in the network. Each flow is identified by a pair of source and destination nodes, and a route determined by OLSR. From this point onwards, the terms flow and connection are used interchangeably.
The targeted system operates in discrete (or slotted) time. In any time slot, nodes may attempt transmission. A packet transmission attempt is considered successful if the receiver of the transmission is not interfered with by a simultaneous transmission from another node within its interference range. The interference range of a node is usually much larger than its transmission range, and nodes more than two hops away may also be involved in its interference range [50] . However, we simplify the problem here by ignoring such cases and use a 2-hop interference model. The 2-hop interference model assumes that the interference between the nodes that are more than two hops away from one another in the physical topology is negligible [25] .
The basic features of our network model can be listed as follows.
• Each node is uniquely identifiable.
• Node and time synchronization are available. However, the methods for achieving synchronization are out of the scope of this paper.
• A maximum-sized packet can fit into a time slot.
• The nodes are stationary, and no further maintenance is done after deployment.
• Communication is established via omni-directional antennas over a single physical radio channel.
• Each node in the network has a single half-duplex radio, and the nodes' radios are always on.
• Each node keeps a single packet queue, not differentiating the packets from different connections.
• Each node is eligible to generate traffic destined to any other node.
• The routing protocol is OLSR.
The MPR-based weighting scheme
The MPR-based weighting scheme is one of the most important factors that affect the performances of the proposed scheduling schemes. The MPR-based weighting scheme utilizes MPR information available at nodes due to use of the OLSR routing protocol. In [5] , the authors show that, in most cases, 75% of all MPRs are elected in the first round. Since MPR selection is mandatory for route calculations, and the process converges quite quickly, we propose using MPR-related information in the MAC layer, within the slot allocation decision phase.
The key idea of this weighting scheme is to give more opportunities (time slots) to the nodes that are liable to carry the traffic generated by other nodes. In order to achieve this, we assign W X , the weight of a node X , as in Eq. (1):
(1)
In a multi-hop mesh network, the nodes that forward data on behalf of other nodes carry more traffic than nodes which do not forward others' data, only dealing with their own traffic. The number of nodes in an MPR node's MPR Selector Set indicates the number of nodes which will possibly forward their incoming (a) OLSR HELLO message structure specified in RFC 3626.
(b) Proposed OLSR HELLO message structure. packets to that particular MPR. Without loss of generality, we assume that all nodes are eligible to generate traffic. For each node that has selected node X as MPR, 1 unit of weight is added to the weight of node X along with 1 unit of weight for node X itself. The number of slots assigned to node X , Slots X , is proportional to its weight, W X ; approximately proportional if a randomized algorithm is used; and exactly proportional if a deterministic algorithm is preferred. Eq. (2) shows the relationship between weights of nodes and their slot allocation.
As MPR information is compulsory for route calculation, it is readily available and disseminated by the routing layer. This information can be collected by the MAC layer at no extra messaging cost. Apart from its having no extra overhead, the main reason for selecting such a weighting scheme is that it can be used to approximate the traffic passing through each node without traffic monitoring overhead, since all the nodes in the network are eligible to send packets to any other node in the network. Another reason for selecting the size of the MPR Selector Set as the weight indicator is that, if the network is not too mobile, once the network stabilizes, the MPR Selector Set will remain the same most of the time. Therefore, the weights calculated by (1) will mostly be stable.
Dissemination of weight information
OLSR exchanges periodic HELLO messages and collects 2-hop neighborhood and MPR information to be able to construct the routes (see Section 2.1). This mechanism can be extended easily to carry the weight information. Fig. 1(a) presents the HELLO message structure specified in RFC 3626. The 'Htime' field holds the HELLO emission interval (HELLO_INTERVAL), the time until the next HELLO message transmission, and the 'Willingness' field defines the willingness of a node to carry or forward traffic on behalf of other nodes. 'Link Code' specifies information about a particular link. It is formed as the combination of Neighbor Type and Link Type. 'Link Message Size' specifies the message length between two consecutive 'Link Code' fields. Finally, 'Neighbor Interface Address' specifies the address of the neighbor node's associated interface.
In the HELLO message structure specified in RFC 3626, the 'Reserved' fields are unused, and are filled with zeros. The 'Reserved' field within the local information section is 2 bytes long while the 'Reserved' field in the link information section is 1 byte long.
We propose extending this message structure to include weight information for the originating node itself and its listed 1-hop 1 OLSRv2 directly inherits the MPR and message structure from OLSRv1. Therefore, our mechanism works for both versions of OLSR.
neighbors. The proposed modified message structure is shown in Fig. 1(b) . In the new message structure, the second half of the 'Reserved' field within the local information section is replaced with the 'Weight' field and the 'Reserved' field in the link information section is substituted with the 'Nb_Weight' field. In a single HELLO message, there is only one 'Weight' field, but there might be multiple 'Nb_Weight' fields, depending on the number of links advertised. Both the 'Weight' field and the 'Nb_Weight' field are 1 byte long. The 'Weight' field holds the weight information of the originating node. The 'Nb_Weight' field holds the weight information for the neighbor node associated with the advertised link.
Using this new HELLO message structure, every node is able to collect the weight information of all the nodes in its 2-hop neighborhood via the routing layer control messages without requiring the MAC layer to exchange any further messages. There is no extra overhead introduced by our proposed OLSR-aware schemes as the unused parts of HELLO messages are utilized for the dissemination of the weight information. In this way, we also ensure that there are no compatibility issues with the OLSR protocol as we only modify the unused 'Reserved' fields to embed scheduling related information.
OLSR-aware centralized channel access scheduling
In devising solutions for channel access scheduling, different forms of graph-coloring algorithms are widely used. Given an undirected graph G = (N, L), vertex coloring is the assignment α : N → C of colors (C ) to vertices (N) such that no two adjacent vertices get the same color and the number of colors used is minimized [29, 26] . Finding the minimum number of colors in this assignment process is shown to be NP-hard [42] .
Since the slot assignment problem is NP-hard, there are several heuristics proposed to provide an approximate solution. Among these heuristics, First-Fit and Degree-Based Ordering are among the best-known solutions [2] . Algorithm 1 presents the most general form of the First-Fit Vertex Coloring Algorithm.
In the First-Fit Vertex Coloring Algorithm, there is a list associated with each color, holding the nodes that are already assigned to that color. Whenever an unassigned node i is to be assigned a color, the First-Fit Vertex Coloring Algorithm starts by checking the already assigned nodes list associated with each color and assigns the first suitable color j. A color j is called suitable for node i if node i does not conflict with any of the nodes that are already assigned color j. A new color is assigned to node i if all colors used so far are unsuitable. In the First-Fit Vertex Coloring Algorithm, no particular strategy is applied for the selection order of the nodes to be colored. On the other hand, in the Maximum Degree First (MDF) Vertex Coloring Algorithm, the vertex with the highest number of neighbors is selected first, providing an intuitively better coloring than the First-Fit Vertex Coloring Algorithm [2] . On the other hand, distance-d coloring is a special form of vertex coloring. In distance-d coloring, the colors are assigned such that no two vertices of distance d or less share the same color. TDMA channel access scheduling using the 2-hop interference model reduces to distance-2 coloring when the time slots are perceived as colors and both the primary and the secondary conflicts need to be avoided.
Our OLSR-aware centralized scheduling scheme (OA-C) uses a modification of the Distance-2 Maximum Degree First Vertex Coloring Algorithm for slot allocation. As explained in Section 3.2, we argue that the size of the MPR Selector Set is a good predictor for the amount of traffic that can pass through a node, assuming that all nodes are eligible to generate traffic destined to any other node in the network. Therefore, in our OA-C scheme, we modify the Distance-2 Maximum Degree First Vertex Coloring Algorithm to integrate the MPR-based weighting scheme (see Algorithm 2). As a result, our OA-C algorithm has two major differences from the traditional Distance-2 Maximum Degree First Vertex Coloring Algorithm.
1. Each node i ∈ N is associated with an MPR-based weight W i and is assigned W i time slots in a single scheduling cycle. 2. Nodes in N are sorted in a non-increasing order with respect to their MPR-based weights. In this way, the nodes whose assignments resolve more conflicts (both primary and secondary) are assigned first and the nodes that are assigned later are less likely to require new slots, resulting in a smaller scheduling cycle length.
In Algorithm 2, (cycle_count + 1) is the number of different slots that are used to schedule all nodes in the network, in other words, the length of the scheduling cycle. The resulting frame size for the centralized scheduling scheme varies. Depending on the network conditions, OA-C can be configured to run at the end of every frame so that the scheduling mechanism responds to the topological changes in the network (e.g. a new node entering the network) in a timely manner. In Algorithm 2, we make use of a subfunction called IsFeasible, which is presented in Algorithm 3. The IsFeasible function ensures that no other nodes within the 2-hop neighborhood of the given node n_id are scheduled to transmit at the given time slot slot_number. In the function, N 1,n_id and N 2,n_id represent the 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors of node n id , respectively.
On the other hand, the non-OLSR-aware centralized scheduling algorithm (NOA-C), which is the non-OLSR-aware version of the OA-C algorithm, does not make use of the MPR-based weighting scheme. NOA-C makes use of the above-mentioned Distance-2 Maximum Degree First heuristic which is widely used/extended in many studies [2, 38] . In Algorithm 4, we present a high-level description of how we implement this algorithm in our framework so that a fair comparison of the scheduling schemes discussed (OA-C and NOA-C) is possible. 
OLSR-aware distributed channel access scheduling
In this section, we present our OLSR-aware distributed scheduling algorithm (OA-D). In OA-D, each node determines the time slots it will use for transmission based on the information about its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors and their respective weights collected by OLSR. It is a pseudo-random weighted channel access scheme which requires no schedule negotiation messages and no negotiation delay. Since all the nodes have consistent data about their 2-hop neighborhood and their respective weights, nodes can run their algorithms without having to wait for their neighbors' approval signals.
For this access scheme, the number of slots in a frame is fixed (FRAME_SIZE), and OA-D is independently run by each node i at the end of every frame in order to select the slots it is eligible to transmit during the next frame. OA-D is presented as Algorithm 5. In OA-D, schedule formation is a pseudo-randomized process in which each node i generates W i agents. All agents of node i compete for winning time slots on its behalf, and a similar case holds for all agents. Therefore, nodes with a higher number of agents (e.g. a crowded agent group) have higher chances of winning a certain slot. Each agent of node i is assigned an agentID. The AgentID is formed as the concatenation of the node identifier and a number from 0 to W i − 1. In the first two steps of the algorithm, agentIDs for the hosting node's agents and the agentIDs of its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors' agents are generated and put into localLst and nbrLst, respectively. All the agents generated in these two steps are involved in all contentions held throughout the frame.
Algorithm 5: OLSR-Aware Distributed Scheduling
In the for loop, a separate contention is held for each time slot in a frame. The MeshElection function returns a set of pairs, where each pair involves the agentID and its corresponding SmearValue, which is described below. The agent with the largest SmearValue is the winner of the contended time slot. If the winner agent's agentID belongs to localLst, then the node marks the slot as one of the slots it is eligible to transmit (i.e. sets the slot's status to 'WON').
The MeshElection function in OA-D is adapted from the MeshElection algorithm specified in the 802.16-2004 standard [18] as a part of the distributed EBTT mechanism which is responsible for the allocation of control slots such that the control messages are transmitted in a collision-free manner in a 2-hop neighborhood without requiring explicit schedule negotiation. MeshElection function's first parameter, slotID, is formed by the FormSlotID function as the concatenation of the contended frame count, FrameCount, and the contended slot number, j. The SmearValue is obtained as SmearValue = smear (agentIDˆslotID), (3) where the smear function is the hashing function given in the 802. standard [18] which converts a uniform value to an uncorrelated uniform hash value, through the use of mixing. The smear function uses only simple arithmetic operations. We preferred using the smear function over a random number generator as it can be computed very quickly in practice.
Recall that the weight of each node is calculated via Eq. (1).
Each node might have at least 0 and at most N − 1 nodes in its MPR Selector Set, where |N| is the number of nodes in the network. This also implies that the weight of any node remains within the range [1, N] 
Simulation implementation
In this section, detailed information about the simulation implementations of the schemes discussed is given. All schemes discussed in this paper are implemented in the ns-2.31 environment as MAC classes. The implementation of each scheme is composed of two parts: (1) the implementation of the required changes in the OLSR module, (2) the implementation of the proposed MAC scheme.
For OLSR implementation, we use UM-OLSR-0.8.8 for ns-2.31, as it is compliant with RFC 3626 and provides MAC layer feedback support, which is useful in detecting lost links [43] . We replace the RFC 3626 specified HELLO message structure ( Fig. 1(a) ) with our proposed HELLO message structure ( Fig. 1(b) ) in order to disseminate the weight information of the originating node as well as its known neighbors'. In addition, we extend the OLSR table structures to hold the weight information.
At the MAC layer, we took a basic non-concurrent TDMAbased MAC protocol as the starting point, which comes with ns-2 implementations from ns-2.23 onwards. This protocol does not support concurrent transmissions; hence it does not exploit the spatial reusability available in multi-hop environments. In the implementation of this protocol, each TDMA frame contains data transmission slots, where the number of data transmission slots in a frame is equal to the number of nodes in the network. During each frame, each node takes its turn once even if it has no data to send.
However, this implementation has obvious drawbacks as it produces very low throughput, since it does not take the slot reusability and the traffic into account. It also does not model centralized scheduling accurately, as there is no central controlling node which dictates the schedules of the remaining nodes.
Building on this non-concurrent TDMA MAC implementation in ns-2, we implemented our distributed and centralized channel access schemes as MAC protocols, allowing multiple nodes to transmit concurrently. 
Simulation results and analysis
In this section, we report our ns-2-based simulation results and provide comparisons for the following scheduling schemes. We define the following performance metrics and present simulation results that illustrate how these metrics change under both uniform and nonuniform traffic patterns while the packet generation rate, network size and the number of active flows in the network change.
Packet delivery ratio:
The packet delivery ratio is calculated as the ratio of the number of packets delivered at the application layer to the number of packets generated at the application layer for the whole network, which is given by Eq. (4).
Packet Delivery Ratio = Packets Delivered
Packets Generated .
This metric can be considered as the normalized throughput (normalized to the generated traffic). A network that can provide higher capacity will carry more traffic without loss or the same amount of traffic with a smaller loss rate compared to a network that provides lower capacity. Therefore, if a scheme performs well in terms of this metric, it means that the scheme provides good throughput. 2. Average end-to-end delay: End-to-end delay is the time taken for a packet to be transmitted across a network from source to destination. The average end-to-end delay is calculated for all packets that are successfully received at the application layer by the destination nodes. Table 1 lists several parameters and their values used in our ns-2 simulations.
Concurrency levels achieved
Before presenting our simulation results with uniform/nonuniform traffic distributions, we discuss the average concurrency levels achieved by different scheduling schemes, which are presented in Fig. 2(a) . Concurrency is defined as the average number of nodes that are able to transmit concurrently without conflicting, and it is calculated using Eq. (5). In Eq. (5), S denotes the set of time slots for the whole simulation time, while |S| represents the size of S (i.e. the total number of time slots). S [k] .size() is the number of nodes that are allowed to transmit during the time slot k. However, allowing more nodes to transmit concurrently during the same slot does not necessarily increase the end-to-end throughput, since all the nodes allowed to transmit concurrently during a particular time slot do not necessarily have packets to transmit during that slot.
There are two main factors that affect the concurrency levels achieved by the scheduling schemes discussed.
Computation method (distributed/centralized). 2. Weighting scheme (MPR-based/uniform with no weights).
The computation method has a significant impact on the level of concurrency achieved by the scheduling schemes discussed, mostly because they use different levels of information. In centralized schemes, the central scheduler exploits global information, while in fully distributed schemes, the nodes make decisions using only the local information available.
In both of the distributed schemes (OA-D and NOA-D), each node locally runs an election (e.g. MeshElection) independent from the other nodes. Taking the topology in Fig. 3(a) as a reference, consider the scenario in which node 9 loses to node 7 because node 7 has a larger SmearValue for the time slot T s . In this situation, node 9 refrains from transmission during T s . For the same time slot, node 7 also runs an independent local election, and assume that node 12 has a larger SmearValue than that of node 7. In this case, node 7 also refrains from transmission during T s . Indeed, node 9 and node 12 could have transmitted concurrently as the distance between these two nodes is more than two hops. However, since they are more than two hops away from each other, none of them can predict what the other node's SmearValue will be. In contrast, centralized scheduling schemes are able to resolve such problems and prevent unnecessary refrainment. Hence, centralized scheduling schemes provide higher levels of concurrency than their distributed counterparts, which can be observed in Fig. 2(a) .
Secondly, the selected weighting scheme (MPR based or uniform with no weights) also has a significant impact on the achieved concurrency levels, as presented in Fig. 2(a) . The nodes with large 2-hop neighborhoods can suppress the transmissions from many other nodes. Such nodes are usually selected as MPR nodes in OLSRenabled networks as they are eligible to directly reach more nodes. In scheduling schemes using MPR-based weighting, these nodes have more weight and thus win more slots, leading to a decrease in the average number of nodes that can transmit concurrently during a time slot when compared to scheduling schemes not using any weighting scheme. However, as discussed in the following subsections, the level of concurrency is not the only metric which determines the amount of traffic that can be delivered. In other words, there might be nodes provided with more concurrent transmission opportunities than they actually need. This situation causes the achieved level of concurrency to appear higher, although the expected performance gain in terms of the number of packets delivered successfully is not obtained because of not utilizing the allocated slots.
In Fig. 2(b) , the percentages of slot utilization are presented. The presented values are calculated as the average of slot utilization under the same uniform scenario over 15 different 20-node networks. In the simulated scenarios, we used high traffic rates in order to ensure that most of the nodes will have packets in their queues most of the time, so that the impact of the scheduling scheme will become more accurately visible. Fig. 2(b) shows that OLSR-aware schemes improve the utilization of the allocated time slots over their non-OLSR-aware versions by around 8%-13%.
Simulation results with uniform traffic scenarios
The four scheduling schemes (OA-C, NOA-C, OA-D and NOA-D) are simulated and compared under the same uniform traffic scenarios in which every node generates a connection to every other node in the network using CBR traffic, resulting in O(n 2 ) connections. The packet generation rates (in bps) and the packet sizes (in bytes) are kept the same for all connections in a single scenario, and different packet generation rates are applied over different simulation scenarios.
In Fig. 4 , we report our uniform traffic simulation results. We present the average performance metrics achieved by the scheduling schemes, where the average is taken over 15 randomly generated connected topologies each with 20 nodes. Fig. 3(a) depicts a sample topology. In Fig. 3(b) , the MPR nodes are highlighted, and arrows directed towards MPR nodes from each of their selectors are included. Fig. 4 (a) presents the packet delivery ratios (normalized throughput values) of the scheduling schemes discussed. In Fig. 4(a) , it is observed that OLSR-aware schemes can deliver more packets (i.e. have less loss) than their non-OLSR-aware counterparts at the cost of higher delay, especially when the network load increases. The higher delay is, however, observed due to the fact that OLSR-aware scheduling schemes are able to deliver more packets even if they are delayed while non-OLSR-aware scheduling schemes have to drop them. On the other hand, Fig. 4(b)-(d) illustrate the delay behaviors of the scheduling schemes discussed. In Fig. 4(b) , the average end-to-end delay turns out to be less in the centralized schemes than it is in the distributed schemes. In addition, when the distributed and centralized cases are examined separately, in both cases we see that non-OLSR-aware algorithms exhibit a slower increase in the average end-to-end delay than OLSR-aware algorithms. This is due to the fact that the average end-to-end delay is calculated only for the packets that could be delivered successfully.
The results presented in Fig. 4(c) and (d) demonstrate the tradeoff between the number of packets dropped/delivered and the average end-to-end packet delay. The data presented in Fig. 4(c) and (d) show how much each scheduling scheme can achieve in terms of absolute number of delivered and dropped packets within the given simulation duration. In Fig. 4(c) , NOA-D has no data point after the 8000-10 000 range on the x-axis because it is unable to deliver that many packets, while the number of packets that OA-C can deliver goes up to the 12 000-14 000 range. When the endto-end delays achieved by the distributed scheduling algorithms NOA-C and OA-C shown in Fig. 4(c) are considered, we observe that OA-C attains lower end-to-end delay compared to NOA-C for a given number of delivered packets. On the other hand, it can be observed from Fig. 4(d) that for a given end-to-end delay OA-C drops fewer packets compared to NOA-C. Similar arguments apply for the comparison of NOA-D and OA-D.
There are two main conclusions that can be drawn from the simulation results presented in Fig. 4 . First, the centralized schemes outperform their distributed counterparts. Second, the OLSR-aware algorithms that use the MPR-based weighting scheme perform better than their non-OLSR-aware versions in terms of the packet delivery ratio in both the distributed and the centralized cases. The trends in packet delivery ratios are also observable in the absolute amount of traffic delivered by each scheduler algorithm.
In this respect, the results comply both with our expectations regarding the benefits of the proposed MPR-based weighting scheme and the simulation results on the respective concurrency levels achieved by different scheduling schemes.
The results presented in Fig. 4 also justify our argument that the level of concurrency is not the only metric affecting the end-to-end throughput and delay since OLSR-aware algorithms can deliver more packets despite the fact that non-OLSR-aware algorithms provide more concurrency. The level of concurrency achieved loses its importance when the transmission opportunities are not provided to the nodes that can utilize them effectively, as they are wasted.
Simulation results with nonuniform traffic scenarios
In this section, we present simulation results under a number of different nonuniform traffic scenarios in which some nodes either create or receive more traffic than the other nodes. In this set of simulations, CBR traffic is used, and CBR rate is fixed at 500 bps. Each simulation lasts for 200 s. All the connections start at sometime between 25th and 50th second and end at some time between the 125th and 150th second. The connection pairs are chosen randomly in each single simulation, and the number of connections is changed with a step size of 30.
The related simulation results (plotted in Fig. 5 ) represent the average of simulation results where the average is obtained using 15 different 20-node networks. Fig. 5(a) shows the packet delivery ratio while Fig. 5(b)-(d) depict the delay behaviors of the four scheduling schemes discussed.
All the results presented in Fig. 5 were obtained while the number of active connections in a network is changed. As the number of active connections in a network is increased, since the CBR rate is fixed, the load of the network increases. When the number of connections is 380 (19 × 20) for a 20-node network, the simulation scenario is very close to the uniform scenario, except for the start and end times of the connections.
The nonuniform traffic scenarios' results are in line with the results obtained under uniform traffic scenarios, and can be interpreted with similar reasoning. However, nonuniform traffic simulation results are more important than uniform traffic results for two reasons: (1) the tested traffic pattern is more realistic than the uniform traffic patterns, as the source and destination pairs are picked randomly and the load of the network is increased dynamically over time; (2) the performance improvement obtained by employing the MPR-based weighting scheme within the scheduling procedure shows that using the MPR-based weighting scheme and thereby prioritizing forwarding nodes in the slot allocations is useful not only in uniform traffic patterns, but also in general traffic patterns.
The effects of network size
In order to study the effects of changing the network size, we extended our simulation results with general traffic patterns a b Fig. 6 . The effects of network size.
(i.e. nonuniform traffic scenarios). In this set of experiments, the CBR rate is fixed (set to 500 bps) while the number of nodes is changed between 10 and 30 with a step size of 5. For each network size, we created 10 different random topologies and averaged their results. Fig. 6 (a) and (b) illustrate how the packet delivery ratio and the average end-to-end delay, respectively, change while the network size changes.
In the results presented, OA-C again performs better than the other schemes in terms of the number of delivered/dropped packets and the packet delivery ratio, while NOA-D is the scheme with the lowest performance. In addition, the delay results are also consistent with the uniform/nonuniform traffic simulation results reported in earlier sections. The distributed schemes incur more delay than the centralized schemes, and the delays for the OLSR-aware algorithms tend to increase more steeply when compared against their non-OLSR-aware versions, since they can deliver more packets within the given simulation time.
Conclusions and key insights
This paper proposes an MPR-based cross-layer weighting scheme, two routing layer (OLSR)-aware STDMA-based channel access schemes (one distributed, one centralized), and provides detailed performance comparisons for the scheduling schemes discussed throughout the paper. Considering the results presented throughout the paper, several comments are in order.
• Considering our simulation results, using the MPR-based weighting scheme in the slot allocation procedure improves the total number of packets that can be delivered successfully at the application layer, that is, the total application layer throughput. In a multi-hop wireless mesh network, to be able to improve the overall application layer throughput, the nodes that forward more data should be given more transmission opportunities. In OLSR, this can be done by giving more weight (priority) to MPR nodes. In other words, MPR information provides a good approximation for the expected traffic, and granting more transmission opportunities to MPR nodes improves the overall performance of the network.
• Many studies in the literature focus on maximizing the number of concurrent allocations at the link layer [48, 27, 45] . On the other hand, maximizing the application layer throughput is more difficult, usually requiring dynamic calculations. Therefore, simpler methods such as handling the problem of maximizing the application layer throughput via the maximization of concurrent allocations at the link layer are very commonly preferred. However, the achieved level of concurrency is not the only metric that affects the overall application layer throughput. In our simulation results, we show that maximizing the number of concurrent slot allocations at the link layer does not necessarily increase the application layer throughput.
• Our simulation results also confirm that it is possible to achieve higher concurrency with a deterministic centralized algorithm compared with a pseudo-random distributed algorithm. In our simulations, the average concurrency levels achieved by the centralized schemes improve over the distributed schemes' concurrency levels by approximately 15% in OLSR-aware schemes and 20% in non-OLSR-aware schemes.
• The idea proposed in this paper explores centralized/distributed ways of adapting cross-layer information to improve the application layer throughput by only using a simple network layer parameter (i.e. MPR information in OLSR) in a very simple way. MPR information remains static as long as the network topology is static. However, through the use of periodic HELLO messages, MPR information is seamlessly adjusted to handle mobility. Since we perform cross-layer scheduling only by making use of a single parameter which is disseminated at no extra overhead, in terms of the implementation complexity, our work becomes advantageous over other cross-layer studies in the literature that use complex dynamic calculations.
